
2001
Cultural background - symbol of the
communist dictatorship (of a traumatized past)
Psycho-social background – example of
promoted behaviour, norms, values...
(obedience towards power...)
Art context 
Rosalind Krauss – “structure” – “abstract term to
identify the broad set of condit ions and
conventions out of which, and within which, art
works are produced, disseminated, interpreted.”
The victim 
Contemporary Art, Romanian Culture in
general
Complex relations between the perpetrator and
the victim have been proven recently (the victim
cannot be excluded from a complex causal
model). 
Present
Future
Probability/ Prognostication
Proposals
Art?
“Art is crucial both for the individual and for
society.
No political revolution without a revolution in
representation. In order to change the way that
we think or act, we have to change the way that
we represent ourselves.
In order to change our conceptions of ourselves
we need to change language and any change in
language is necessarily a change in the status of
the subject…”
Artist are always the product of their socio-
political situations.
All artistic production and aesthetic experience
require a revolt against authority.”
“Psychoanalysis and system of signification –
The notion that visual art has a “textuality” can be
read as if they were kinds of language with
codifiable and systematized meaning, like an
alphabet and a system of grammar that are used
to create words and sentences which hare either
uttered or written down”.
TJ Clark – For whom the work would be
meaningful?
What public did the artist whish to ignore or
alienate?
Artist?
Curator?
Critic?
“Deconstruction interpretation of a work not as a
close entity, but rather as an open network with
many layers, with elements varying in shape and
content, a strategy to reveal the layers of
meaning in a text, layers that were hidden or
assumed… Texts are never a unit; they include
resources that contradict their statements and/or
the intentions of their authors. The authors of the
texts cannot impose their own meanings, when
the texts are not their exclusive product.” David
Lyon
Mainstream – predominant style -  reflects the
general public’s taste
Institutions
Alan Wallach ‘98 study “? the role art institutions
play in the wider society – how they come to
embody and represent some of society’s conflict
and contradictions. Their role as producers and
conveyers of ideologies …
Space -Urbanism
The metropolis – effect on mental life
I find the architects’ and city planners’ lack of
attitude to the aberrant, tasteless propositions
highly suspicious; is it lack of courage or
lack of professionalism?
Research
Documentation, collecting facts
Empirical observation
Generally, there is no analysis in culture and
in particular in art (there are a few individual
positions, but they fail to articulate in other
than individual projects)
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Scientific observation
MNAC is not only the space from section E of
the Palace of Parliament. MNAC consist of:
1) Kalinderu MediaLab (KML)
(meanwhile, an empty space... with an
indefinite statute)
2) 3/4 floor Gallery - TNB (National Theatre,
Bucharest)
(a space which would better become a
cultural centre, ready for the undiscussed but
active contemporary art projects...)
3) Gad Photogallery
4) L`pt`ria lui Enache
(a museum bar?)
5) Dalles Hall
(the best former-space for exhibit ing
contemporary art becomes a space for Easter
and Christmas fairs... also contemporary art)
6) “Noi” Bookshop
(a private business which took half the space
of Dalles Hall...)

The experiment
The following of the interconditional relations
between different phenomena, the discovery of
the causal concatenations...
Moral, ethic and juridical aspects 
Relation between the observer and the
observed
The researcher’s theoretical formation 
(15 years of theoretical studies – cultural
studies, crit ical theories, modern and
contemporary art history studies... redoubled
by 20 years of artistic practice, materialized
in national and international exhibitions).
Works, publications, sources: hundreds… 
The New Art History A critical introduction –
Jonathan Harris
“Radical Art History its history since ‘70 is the
name for a set of inter-related intellectual
currents that into shifting alignment with some
forms of directly political argument and activism.
(…)
Most important conceptual insights and analytic
methods used - come from a variety of sources –
sociology, anthropology, psychoanalysis,
semiotics, structuralism, critical theory, post-
structuralist philosophy, cultural studies. “
bound up with political and social issues of May
1968.
Intellectual current and political position (...)
Bases of the arguments and principles – of
radical art history – intellectual, moral, socio-
political objectives.”
Hypothesis – checking
Description
Explanation
Concepts – the synthetic explanation of reality
Questionnaire – data, facts, events,
circumstances – identifying the actors.
In 1992 we launched a questionnaire to
artists and critics – what is art, what is the
artist, what is the critic… We received no
answer – of course what came next
confirmed the fact that the answers were not
on the agenda of cultural producers – they
just kept going out of inertia, using the same
old dusty formulas they had learned in
school.

A new generation of artists start to ask questions
about art, art critics, art institutions 
2002
Raluca Voinea+Edi Constantin 

Questions – does the subject know the
issue? has he considered it?
Martha Rosler “The presence and the source
of financial support for art cannot be seen as
neutral.
The presence and source of financing has a
systematic and ideological influence”
Interviews
Test
Diagnosis
Conclusions
Art must be autonomous, and not
dependent, it should be at nobody’s whim
– as parties are funded by the state, art
should have its own budget.
The Museum of Contemporary Art is the
first work in the museum (group proposal –
city planners, architects, crit ics and
professional artists – following discussions,
debates – a project contest)
“Allen McCollum “The important objects in my

life, in my family’s life, in your life or in others’life
will never end in a museum.”

2004 
the E((o Group

Nita Mocanu

C`t`lin Rulea
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Proposals for change
Instead of MNAC, an institute studying the
communist period (with a mixed team,
consisting of specialists – anthropologists,
sociologists, psychologists, artists, critics,
theoreticians, historians…philosophers)
responsible professionals – this framework
might include, depending on the subject,
even recent proposals from the contemporary
art. 
Recent history – some initiatives...
1999 Radu Filipescu – documentary exhibition
– Ceau[escu’s era at GDS
Museum about the private life in communism
– Victims’ Memorial Centre from Sighetul
Marma]iei – under the guidance of Ana
Blandiana and Romulus Rusan, and Timi[oara

Revolution Memorial (director Traian Orban)
and The Hall of Black (Red) Death, created by
Irina Nicolau at the Museum of the Romanian
Peasant are the only initiatives of producing, by a
museum intervention, the Romanian communism
memory.
Gabriela Cristea “via]a privat` \n comunism/
private life under communism” project.

2004
Bogdan Iancu
In the majority of the ex-communist block’s
countries, appeared a series of museums
dedicated to the totalitarian regime, one of them
focused on a memory of political terror, others,
fewer – on the daily life.
Reversible thinking
The Romanian contemporary art lacks the
theoretical background, the funds and
production places, the professional

presentation places and the international
networks. 

•
Historical, political, cultural context
Romania
Lucian Boia 
Romania Borderland of Europe London
Reaktion Books 2001 / Romania Tar` de
frontier` a Europei, Bucure[ti, Humanitas 2002
“Romania is a country at a crossroad between
different geographies and civilisations, a space
characterised by perpetual instability, by lack of
discipl ine, perseverance, and a spirit  of
organization.European versus autochtonis-
mous is a typical intellectual polarization for
Romanian society. The past often looks more
important than the future. The position of

Romanians towards their communist past
remains opaque and equivocal.”
Cartea neagr` a comunismului/ The black
book of communism
Crimes terror repression
Stephane Courtois, Nicolas Werth, Jean-Louis
Panne, Andrzej Paczkowski, Karel Bartosek,
Jean Louis Margolin, Edition Robert Laffont
SA Paris 1997 Humanitas 1998 

“HISTORY – the science of human misfortune
(...) The COMMUNISM begins in 1914 ....
Communist Repression in Romania and its
official dimensions
1947. 30 December – the Romanian People’s
Republic is proclaimed – evolution to a social
system that is similar to that imposed in the
Soviet Union. 
Structural changes in the economic and social
life, accompanied by the elimination of every
political opposition. 
Approximately 2,000,000 persons have been in
prisons and labour camps during the period 1948
to 1964. 
The mass media came under the total control of
the state. 
Libraries and bookstores were ‘cleansed’ of titles
that were politically inappropriate, the activity of
journalists, writers and artists was controlled by
the Agitation and Propaganda Section (Agitprop)

of the Communist Party. 
Education: 1948. The law for the education
reform – cleansing among the teachers and
students, renowned teachers being replaced by
Stalinist indoctrinators. 
Church: the last obstacle, the Greek Catholic
church was dissolved, while the Roman-Catholic
and Orthodox churches were controlled. 
Protests
1950. Resistance movement in F`g`ra[ groups
of anticommunist partisans (Elisabeta Rizea...
one of the supporters of a group...
survivor/witness)

2000, {tefan Constantinescu, Archive of pain
(video by Cristi Puiu)
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1971. Ceau[escu visits China and North Korea –
a mini cultural revolution - a second destruction
of the elites, shaping the ‘new man’ – a
creature lacking an active conscience and a
civic attitude. Civil society is atomised. 
Resistance to the trends to return culture under
ideological control and cult of personality, was to
take place more by individual actions or in
very small groups, quickly repressed by the
Securitatea, by arrests, convictions, deportation,
house arrest and breaking the
entourage…informational block – excluding the
possibility of solidarity and generalised protest. 
The only sources of real information in
Romania were the radio stations broadcasting in
Romania – Free Europe, BBC, Deutsche
Welle, Voice of America (A continuous form of
protest and information - some say - was the
cultural resistance by allusive and metaphorical
language, managing to defeat censorship – a
practice that is still in use today.)
1977. Attempts at solidarity with resistance
movements in other countries (Paul) Goma
Movement 

Between 1964 and 1981, the Writers’ Union was
a barricade in the struggle against dictatorship,
censorship, and the violation of human rights. 
In the 1980s, a common form of protest was
with open letters, manifestos, destroying
communist monuments and symbols, illegal
newspapers, open protest in public places,
public suicides. 
Illegal border crossing to Yugoslavia,
Hungary, spectacular escapes to Austria,
Turkey.
The massive departure of Germans and
Jews… who were able to buy their freedom...
A chronology of civil society
1974-78 Victor Frunz` writes a History of
Stalinism in Romania – criticising the violation of
human rights and the cult of personality, forced to
leave the country in 1980. 
31 May 1977 after the earthquake of 4 March
massive demolitions are started in the centre
of Bucharest (for the House of the People)
2 August 1977 the strike of 10,000 miners
started in Lupeni and extended to the entire
Jiu valley (after that, Securitatea members were
infiltrated to keep things under control – used in
1990)
1979. The Free Trade Union of Labourers was
created by Ionel Cana and Gheorghe
Bra[oveanu.
Vasile Paraschiv of Ploie[ti, a protestor from
the 60s, is arrested and subjected to
psychiatric treatment. 

1982-89 and the 90s Doina Cornea addresses
many open letters, criticising all the dictator’s
social, economic and cultural policies. (also
questioning the new power after 1989…...)

1982-83 Radu Filipescu distributes thousand
of manifestos in the letterboxes. Sentenced to
10 years at Aiud prison.

1983 Dumitru Iuga, a TVR technician, organises
the Movement for Freedom and Social Justice
80s manifestos: Ion Ilie of Pite[ti, Florin
Vlasceanu, Pavel Vechio, Victor Tottu –
Tirgovi[te, Gheorghe Gheorghina, Nicolae
Ionel, Ion Dr`ghici Bucharest
17 November 1985 Gheorghe Ursu is killed in
the holding cell of the Bucharest Securitate
for his diary that he had written over his last15
years. 
16 February 1987 a protest movement at
Nicolina Ia[i, followed by an action of the
students in the city streets.
15 November 1987 a movement at the Steagul
Ro[u Bra[ov factory
1988-89 Radu Chesaru, Geo Asavei and other
young people distribute manifestos in
Bucharest
26 January 1989 editors of the Romania Liber`
(“Free Romania”), Petre Mihai B`canu, Mihai
Creang`, Anton Uncu, typography worker
Nicolae Chivoiu, had prepared an i l legal
publication with anticommunist articles. 
2 March 1989 Liviu Babe[ of Bra[ov sets
himself on fire on a ski slope in Bra[ov,
shouting anticommunist slogans.

1989 Dan Petrescu, Liviu Antonesei, Liviu
C a n g e o p o l  o f  I a [ i  a n d  f r o m  B u c h a r e s t

Gabriel Andreescu are subject to inquiries
14 December anti-Ceau[escu movement in Ia[i -
Casian Maria Spiridon, {tefan Prutianu, Titi
Iacob...arrrested

16 December the revolution starts in
Timi[oara 
20 December the revolution starts in Sibiu, 
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